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Energy East Pipeline 

$12 billion         - Investment required to build Energy East 

4,600 km           – length of 42” pipeline from Alberta to New Brunswick 

1.1 million bpd – Total Capacity  

14, 000              – Jobs during development and construction  

2,300                                – Jobs during operations 

October 2014    – National Energy Board application filing  

December 2018 – expected in service date to Quebec and New Brunswick 
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Project Scale and Scope 

• 72 Pump Stations 

• Nearly 300 electric driven pumps 

• Over 500 pipeline valves 

• 3000 km conversion pipeline 

• 1600 km new 42” pipeline 

• 2 ship terminals and tank farms 

Competitive Advantage Through Energy 
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Economic Benefits to Canada 

 

• GDP: $36B  

• 14,000 jobs development and 
construction (7 yrs) 

• 3,200 jobs operations (20 yrs) 

• $7.6B Tax Revenues 
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On Cost Benefit Analysis 
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• What are the environmental, social and economic risks and costs? 
• What are the benefits? 
• If the price of oil remains below $60/barrel does the pipeline still make 

economic sense? 
• What oil transportation alternatives is TransCanada considering if Energy East 

does not proceed? 
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Perception of Risk vs Reward 

“We need to be convincing about safety” 

Ready to Respond 

In 2013, TransCanada conducted over 90 
emergency drills and exercises.  Consultations 
with local emergency responders along the 
Energy East route are underway.  

Monitoring 24/7 

From the control center in Calgary, to aerial 
patrols, to ground personnel – we continuously 
monitor and can take immediate action. 

World-Class Integrity 

TransCanada spent an average of $900 million 
per year over the past three years on 
maintenance and integrity programs. 

Commitment to the Environment 

We protect the environment and the 
communities along our pipeline – we live and 
work in these communities too. 

5 
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The more you know about oil, the more 

Energy East makes sense 
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Eastern Canada needs Access to Canadian Oil 
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Primary Market for Canadian 

Oil Today is the US Midwest 
 

Eastern Refineries 

not Connected 
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Energy East = Jobs & Growth 

Ontario has Largest Share 

$36.4 billion additional GDP for the Canadian 

economy   

• $15.1 billion for Ontario 

8,400 direct jobs and 5,300 indirect jobs for 

development and construction 

• 2,300 direct and 1,900 indirect in Ontario 

900 direct jobs and 2,400 indirect jobs for 

operations   

• 160 direct and 1,200 indirect in Ontario 

$7.7 billion in additional tax revenues  

• $2.6 billion in Ontario 

Source: Conference Board of Canada, October 2014 

Calculations based on 7 year development/construction phase, followed by 20 year 

operations phase (2013 $M) 

Total GDP Benefit During  

Construction (7 years) and  

Operations (20 years) 

AB 
19% 

SK 
8% 

MB 
5% 

ON 
42% 

QC 
16% 

NB 
9% 

BC 
1% 

Other 
1% 

AB SK MB ON QC NB BC Other
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Peterborough: 250 Energy East 

Jobs 
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• November 2014: GE Canada 
awarded contract for 85 
electric motors for Energy 
East 
 

• Creation of 250 jobs over a 
two-year period at GE  
Peterborough and local supply 
chain 
 

• To date, TransCanada has 
spent over $30 million in 
Ontario to support 
development of Energy East 

 

“This is a very important order. We’re 
bringing a new line of motors to this 
plant that was previously located in 
South America. Because of this order 
and TransCanada’s focus on local jobs 
and local content, as a partner, we 
worked to bring this business to the 
Peterborough facility.” 

Elyse Allan, President and CEO of GE Canada 
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Presence in the Community – North Bay and Area 

• 63 full - time employees  

• 20 to 25 temporary employees 

• $ >6 Million in annual impacts to the local economy 

• TC empoyees are active, contributing members of the community 

 

2012 Taxes: 

• Northern Ontario 2012 Tax Spend = $44,000,000 

• This includes; 

• $2,102,907 – Town of Temagami 

• $1,989,994 – City of North Bay 

• $109,695 – East Ferris Township 

• $382,900 – Bonfield Township 

• $761,435 – Calvin Township 

• $677,367 – Papineau  Cameron Township 
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• North Bay General Hospital Foundation 

• Connections  

• Nipissing University 

• North Bay Symphony Society 

• Anishinabek Nation 7th Generation Charity  

• North Bay / Mattawa Conservation Authority 

• Big Sisters of North Bay 

• White Water Gallery  

• Nipissing First Nation Pow Wow 

• North Bay Theatre and Arts Community Center 

• North Bay Regional Science Fair 

• St. John Ambulance  

 

Seasonal Giving: 

 

• North Bay Soup Kitchen 

• North Bay Salvation Army  

• North Bay Indian Friendship Center 

 

 
 

 
 

Community Support – North Bay and Area 
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Support Across Ontario 
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“It is rare for a single project to have a nation-building dimension to it, but 
the Energy East Pipeline Project has exactly that, by stimulating substantial 
economic activity across 6 provinces. This initiative will not only open up 
employment opportunities for Building Trades workers, but will also have a 
multiplier effect on local maintenance and service jobs in communities 
across Canada.” 
- Pat Dillon, Business Manager, Building and Construction Trades Council 

of Ontario 

“The Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO) is pleased with the positive and 
constructive relationship-building efforts TransCanada has demonstrated by 
signing this CEFA. Through this agreement, our communities and citizens will 
be able to learn about the Project as well as assess its impacts on Métis 
rights, interests and claims in order to ultimately make informed decisions 
on Energy East. This agreement is also a ‘first’ for the MNO because it sets 
out a multi-region consultation process that will see rights-bearing Métis 
communities along the Project’s route working together.” 
- Gary Lipinski, President, Métis Nation of Ontario 
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Support Across Ontario 
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“Our membership, which consists of 110 municipalities across the northeast, 
passed a resolution in support of Energy East...Transporting oil by pipeline 
has shown to be significantly safer than other modes of transportation. 
TransCanada has engaged in considerable consultation with stakeholders 
and has demonstrated that the highest standard of protection for lands and 
waterways across the north will be undertaken.” 
- Al Spacek, Mayor of Kapuskasing and President of the Federation of 

Northern Ontario Municipalities (FONOM) 

“Access to a reliable, cost competitive supply of energy is paramount to the 
future of Canadian manufacturing. TransCanada’s proposed Energy East 
project is a significant step in our nation’s energy strategy; and will create 
both jobs and supply chain opportunities in all sectors of our economy 
including manufacturing. It also presents a significant source of new tax 
revenue for government” 
- Ian Howcroft, Vice President, Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters, 

Canada’s largest trade and industry association 
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• Crude oil by rail reached over 
16,000 carloads in 2013 

• Crude oil by rail to increase from 
200,000 b/d in late 2013 to 
700,000 b/d by 2016 

• Exxon oil-by-rail terminal 
announcement (Jan 2015) 
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Producers will find means to deliver oil to 

markets 

• 180,000 bpd of crude oil by rail to Eastern Canadian refineries in 2014 

• Quebec and New Brunswick refineries received approx. 21% and 
35%, respectively, of crude oil supply by rail. 

• US State Department EIS:  

“ … approval or denial of any one crude oil transport project … is unlikely 
to significantly impact the rate of extraction in the oil sands or the 
continued demand for heavy crude oil at refineries in the United States … ” 
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Rail Terminals For Oil  
Source: Final Supplemental EIS for Keystone XL Pipeline, US State Department 
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Rail Terminals in 2010 Rail Terminals in 2013 

Incredible increase of Rail Terminals in North America reflects 

the shortage of pipeline capacity 
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Growth in Oil by Rail: 

• CN  

 60 new locomotives 
in 2014 

 60 more purchased 
for 2015 

 3,500 new 
employees in 2014 

 $300M in new 
lines/upgrades in 
Alberta alone 

16 
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• Safety 

We have a choice to make: 

Status Quo vs Energy East 

• Environmental transparency 

• Jobs 

• Minimizing GHG emissions 

• Efficient use of existing infrastructure 

 

 

 

 

 

• Economic growth  
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On First Nations 
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• How will First Nations be engaged? How will community members be engaged? 
• How will you mitigate the impacts to their traditional territories? 
• What type of capacity building will you offer communities and First Nations 

affected by this pipeline? 
• What are your mitigation measures should a leak occur destroying fishing and 

hunting areas, therefore impacting Aboriginal Rights? 
• Would it be beneficial to employ community members or First Nations citizens 

to manually monitor every stretch of the pipeline? 
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Early, Extensive & Ongoing engagement 

• Engagement across Ontario: 

 50+ Municipal Meetings 

 40 EE Community Open Houses (3,000+ attendees) 

 19 EMP Community Open Houses (960 attendees) 

 Over 40 Stakeholder meetings 

 15 EMR meetings 

 3 resolutions of support from regional municipal 

associations (FONOM, NOMA, TeMAG) 

 21 signed Communications and Engagement 

Funding Agreements with Ontario First Nations 

 505 Engagement meetings with Ontario First 

Nation communities 

• Supporting skills development, providing 

training and experience 19 
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Aboriginal Programs 
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• Capacity funding and resources to support participation engagement process  
• Education and training programs for Aboriginal professionals and trades people 

or project-specific capacity building initiatives  
• Employment and procurement opportunities during the construction and 

operation phases.  
• Supporting policies include:  

• Our Aboriginal Human Resource Strategy - developed to increase 
Aboriginal employment accessibility and to support our respectful and 
inclusive work environment  

• Our Aboriginal Contracting Strategy - created to provide opportunities for 
Aboriginal businesses to participate in both the construction of new 
facilities and the ongoing maintenance of existing facilities  

• Community Investment Programs - that identify local needs and are 
focused on three key pillars: Community, Safety and Environment  

• Project Agreements - to provide financial commitments or initiatives to 
manage or mitigate adverse effects 
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On Dilbit/Crude Oil 
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• What would the pipeline carry - dilbit or crude oil - or both? 
• What is the difference between dilbit and crude oil? 
• How corrosive is dilbit? 
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Energy East Operation 
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• TransCanada will not own the oil that is in the pipeline. We are the 

transporter and our customers, refiners, marketers and producers own 

the product. 

• The Energy East Pipeline will operate in “batch” mode which means that 

different products, in 100,000 Barrel batches will move sequentially 

through the pipeline. 

• The products allowed in the pipeline will be pre-approved by 

TransCanada and will: 

• Be safe for transportation in the pipeline 

• Be low vapour pressure and able to be stored in normal tanks at 

atmospheric pressure 

• Be compatible with other products being shipped on the pipeline 

• Products that are already approved and anticipated include many crude 

oil streams originating in Western Canada – light, medium and heavy 

• At 1 million barrels per day, the product will move through the pipeline at 

about 8 km per hour – a brisk walk or a slow jog. 
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• The U.S. Department of 
Transportation asked the National 
Research Council to convene an 
expert committee to study whether 
shipments of diluted bitumen differ 
sufficiently from other crudes….. 

 

• Central Findings – “the committee 
does not find evidence of chemical 
or physical properties of diluted 
bitumen that are outside the range 
of other crude oils…..” 

Diluted Bitumen Is Like Other Oil 

http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=18381 
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Diluted Bitumen is no more 

corrosive than other oil  

24 
http://oilsandsfactcheck.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Battelle_Dilbit-Relative-Pipeline-Impacts_072012.pdf 

This report evaluated the claim made that dilbit is more 
corrosive than other crudes.  

It was found that the literature on this topic concludes 
that  

• the characteristics of dilbit are not unique and are 
comparable to conventional crude oils.  

• The relative measure of similarity developed in this 
project did not indicate that crude oil derived from 
diluted bitumen is significantly more corrosive than 
any other oil, and   

• the dilbit oils likely have corrosivities close to the 
heavy sour conventional oils.  

• In addition to this relative outcome, the experience of 
operators transporting dilbit does not indicate it 
behaves differently from typical crudes.  
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Diluted Bitumen Floats! 
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http://www.transmountain.com/uploads/papers/1391734754-astudyoffateandbehaviourofdilutedbitumenoilsonmarinewater.pdf 

• Oil sands bitumens are blended with diluents to meet 
pipeline export specifications. These blends meet 
specific oil export tariffs and must fall within a 
defined range of density (not to exceed 940 kg/m3 
and viscosity (not to exceed 350 centistokes (cSt))  

• The blend is a single-phase liquid with its own unique 
properties. Dilbit is not a bitumen in suspension, in 
emulsion, or a two-phase liquid. 

• Most crude oils contain BTEX usually from about 0.5 
up to 5 percent or more. The CLWB and AWB contain 
approximately 1 percent BTEX in the fresh oil 
samples, consistent with other crude oils. Gasoline 
can contain up to 40 percent BTEX. 

• Both AWB and CLB dilbits exhibited properties 
typical of a heavy, “conventional” crude oil. In no 
instance was any oil observed to have sunk. 
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Some Crude Oil Quality Info 
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Mixed Sweet Light 

= 2.17 

= 0.71 = 0.74 

= 0.70 

West Canadian Select Cenovus Dilbit Blend 

Conventional Heavy 

Source: Crude Monitor.ca 
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On Diluent 
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• What would be mixed with the oil in order to transport it through the pipe? 
• What is the composition of the diluent? 
• How will the diluent be transported back to Alberta? 
• What are the risks to the public and environment when transporting the 

diluent back to the tar sands? 
• Once the diluent arrives at its destination, what happens to it? 
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Why Dilute Heavy Oil? 
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• At room temperature or ground temperature, heavy oil from Alberta is 

difficult to pump – it is the consistency of peanut butter or molasses 

 

• Lighter oil products are blended with heavy oil to achieve a density and 

viscosity that is appropriate for pipelines and refineries. 

 

• The most common diluents are the lightest or least dense and include 

natural gas condensate (most common) and synthetic crude (becoming 

more popular). 

 

• All diluent of any type becomes a permanent component of the heavy oil 

blend and is ultimately consumed in a refinery. 
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What is Diluent? 
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Source: Crude Monitor.ca 

• Natural gas condensate comes up 

with the gas and is liquid at 

atmospheric pressure and ambient 

temperature. 

• It consists primarily of simple 

hydrocarbons from pentane to C12 

• BTEX (Benzene, Toluene and 

other similar chemicals) are 

naturally occurring and make up  

4% of condensate by volume. 

• BTEX in the final Dilbit is normally 

under 1% while a typical sweet 

conventional crude from Alberta 

may contain 1-2% BTEX. 
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Where does Condensate Come From? 
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• Energy producers in western Canada churned out about 145,000 barrels of 
condensate per day in 2013, according to the National Energy Board. However, 
oil sands companies use about 350,000 barrels of condensate per day, analysts 
at Desjardins Capital Markets calculate. The difference is made up largely by 
U.S. producers that ship diluent to Canada via pipeline or rail.  

(http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/industry-news/energy-and-resources/oil-sands-producers-eye-pipeline-condensate-sources/article16214558/ 

 
• The Southern Lights Pipeline opened for service on 1 July 2010 and has 

capacity of 180,000 barrels per day. It carries diluent from Illinois through the 
Canadian border near Gretna, Manitoba to Edmonton, Alberta.  

https://www.neb-one.gc.ca/fetch_e.asp?Id=A2Q0E0 

 
• The Cochin pipeline system consists of an approximate 1,900-mile, 12-inch 

diameter multi-product pipeline which moves light condensate westbound 
from Illinois to Alberta and has a system capacity of 95,000 barrels per day. 

http://www.kindermorgan.com/business/products_pipelines/cochin.aspx 
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On Pipeline Design/Quality  

31 

• Type and condition of 40 year old pipe that’s designed to carry natural gas. 
• Please provide a breakdown of the proposed converted pipeline by age and 

protection technology, as it would appear that different sections may have 
been in the ground for different amounts of time, ranging from 20 to 40 years. 

• Type and makeup of new pipe. 
• What is the expected life of the pipe? 
• Does pipe that’s under water have same life expectancy? 
• At what temperature will the oil be transported through the pipe? 
• Would the pipe be under pressure? 
• Pros and cons of double walled pipe – where will it be used? 
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Designed with Safety in Mind 
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• Top quality steel pipe and proven 
welding technology. 

• Sophisticated anti-corrosion 
protection. 

• Extra depth and thicker pipe under 
water crossings. 

• Valves strategically placed to 
protect significant water bodies 
and minimize potential for spills. 

 

Pipelines are designed to safely do 
their job – invisible to most people. 
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• Specialized internal inspection devices periodically travel through the pipeline looking for any 
locations where corrosion may have occurred.  

• The data is then analyzed for areas of concern requiring further investigation  
• Detailed engineering assessments are used to determine if and when repairs are required. 

 

In 2013 TransCanada invested nearly $1 Billion to inspect and maintain its 
pipeline systems . 

Technology – In Line Inspection 

33 
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Specific Answers on Design 
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• Pipe Age and Technology (NEB Appl. Vol. 5 Section 2.2.1) 

• The Northern Ontario Line (NOL) extends through eastern Manitoba and northern Ontario. The 
NOL was constructed between 1981 and 1996. The pipe coating on this segment is primarily 
fusion bonded epoxy (FBE) with a few sections of tape. 

• The North Bay Shortcut (NBSC) extends through eastern Ontario and was constructed between 
1991 and 2006. The pipe coating is FBE. 

• Expected Life of the Pipe  
• TransCanada’s pipelines built 60 years ago are still safely in service 
• Given modern pipeline technology and available tools for inspection and maintenance expected 

life of a pipeline is longer than ever. 

• Is the expected life of a pipeline under water different 
• All pipelines are underwater in that they are buried in soil that is wet with ground water and 

drainage. There is no difference in expected life for pipe under rivers or streams. 

• At what temperature will the oil be transported? 
• The flowing or operating temperature of the pipeline depends on many factors including flow 

rate, physical location, time of year, and the temperature of the oil at the receipt point. We expect 
the average flowing temperature along the pipeline will be 20°C to 30°C in winter and 30°C to 
40°C in summer. This is similar to temperature on the existing gas pipeline. 

• Would the pipeline be under pressure? 
• Yes, the converted pipeline will operate at approximately 1000 psi (6895 kPa) which is the same as 

the current natural gas operating pressure. (NEB Appl. Vol. 5 Section 2.2.1) 
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Why not use double walled pipe? 
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• TransCanada and the pipeline industry address higher risk situations, like river 
crossings, by increasing the safety factor of the pipeline: 
• Extra strength/extra thick pipe in these areas 
• Valves closer together 
• Increased surveillance  

• Double Walled Pipe has been used in certain applications primarily for its 
thermal properties: 
• Off shore pipelines laid on the bottom of the sea 
• High temperature and specialized applications over very short distances 

• Double walled pipe is not suitable or better for Energy East because: 
• The largest part of the Energy East Pipeline is already built – in order to add double walled pipe, 

we would have to re - excavate and cause additional environmental disturbance 
• The largest double walled pipeline built to date is 24” in a 30” outer pipe and it is built for an off-

shore application. Energy East is 42” diameter and would need at least a 48” outer pipe which 
would be too heavy to be constructed using normal equipment and techniques. 

• Cross country pipelines are normally bent in the field to minimize excavation – a double walled 
pipe cannot be bent and would require a lot more excavation than a regular pipeline. 

• Because double walled pipe of this size is not in common use, this would be a “pilot project” for 
the technology and issues concerning corrosion protection, internal inspection, thermal 
expansion would have to be worked out for the first time. This would add risk to the project. 
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What about a rupture of the parallel 

gas pipeline? 

40 

• TransCanada uses sophisticated models to predict the potential size of a crater 
caused by a gas pipeline explosion – about 6 – 7 meters. 
 

• The pipeline to be converted for Energy East is generally 9 – 10 meters away 
from the closest parallel gas pipeline. 
 

• This distance has proven to be adequate in the case of actual ruptures which 
confirms the results of the theoretical model. 
 

• The exception is where the pipelines cross for routing reasons - this is not 
frequent or common  

 
• TransCanada will review the risk of these locations and will implement risk 

mitigation strategies such as concrete reinforcement where appropriate. 
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On Pumping Stations 

41 

• What are the environmental risks/impacts of new pumping stations along the 
pipeline? 

• What precautions/mitigation measures are in place to protect the environment 
and the public? 
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Pumping Stations Answers 

42 

• A drain piping system captures seal leakage from pumps and allows for the 
pumps, piping, and launchers and receivers to be drained to a sump tank, thus 
reducing the potential for oil spills. (Vol. 6 Section 2.1.1) 

• Leakage will be monitored and, in the event of a seal failure, the control system 
will alarm and shut down the pump. (Vol. 6 Section 2.2.1) 

• Heat and smoke detectors will be installed in the electrical equipment shelter 
and the variable frequency drive equipment shelter. If a fire is confirmed, the 
emergency shutdown (ESD) system will be initiated to shut down the pump 
station. (Vol. 6 Section 2.1.2) 

• Two independent systems will be provided at each pump station to ensure the 
pipeline is not over-pressured. (Vol. 6 Section 2.2.3) 

• Each pump station site will be sloped so that storm water and snowmelt from 
the pump and launcher and receiver areas is directed to a storm water pond 
that is lined with an impermeable liner. (Vol. 6 Section 2.3.1) 

• Noise assessments will be completed, and mitigation measures implemented, 
as required, to ensure compliance with the applicable standards. (Vol. 6 Section 2.7) 
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On Risk of Failure 

43 

• TransCanada’s safety record on leaks/detection and clean-up. 
• Based Alberta Energy Board’s database and Figure 4c of R2013-B., if the technology was 

unchanged, the 3,000 km Ontario pipeline could expect to experience roughly 5 release 
“incidents” of between 10 and 4,500 m3 over a 22 year time span? 

• While your target incident rate is zero, it is reasonable to expect, in practice, about half 
the number of leaks based on the AEB data, or 10 releases over a 44 year time span? 

• With regard to the nature of the failures, is it true that improved pipeline monitoring can 
be credited with detecting about half of the failures contained in the AEC report before 
they occur? 

• Detail of methods used, and frequency of pipeline inspection? 
• How would this figure change if aging of the pipeline infrastructure were taken into 

account? 
• Please confirm that there is no defense against malicious damage to the pipeline, and 

that defense against damage caused by unauthorized digging is restricted to the strength 
of the pipe material, and periodic airborne inspection detecting the presence of 
construction equipment before any damage is done. 
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TransCanada Has an Industry 

Leading Safety Record 

44 

Source: http://csrreport.transcanada.com/Safety/EnsuringOurAssets.html 
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Our Goal is Zero Leaks 
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• The Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA) represents Canada’s transmission pipeline 

companies who operate more than 115,000 kilometres of pipeline in Canada and carry 97% of 

Canada’s oil and gas. These statistics are  from CEPA member data. (CEPA Website, Jan 2015) 

• CEPA, similar to other major national jurisdictions, defines a significant incident as a pipeline 

failure either causing a serious injury or fatality; a liquid release of greater than 50 barrels of liquid; 

an unintentional ignition or fire; or a rupture of the pipeline. 

• An equivalent rate on Energy East in Ontario would result in 1 significant leak every 10 years 

……… WE CAN DO BETTER  and ACHIEVE ZERO LEAKS. 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Number of Significant Failures 
(per 1,000 km) 

0.076 0.05 0 0.038 0.023 0.032 0.03 0.05 0.059 0.054 0.018 0.05 

Liquids Released (m3) 64 25 2 210 8 2,402 58 605 333 4,961 492 349 
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• The existing pipeline in Ontario, from Kenora to Cornwall, has only ever 
experienced one leak, that due to a backhoe contact in 1991 (24 years ago). 
(Application Volume 5 Appendix 1 Section 3.2) 

• The conversion pipeline will undergo a 4 step engineering assessment which 
will be reviewed by the NEB (Application Volume 5 Section 2): 

• Phase 1 – collection and review of all available data including previous in-line inspections 
and hydrotest culminating in an Engineering Assessment. 

• Phase 2 – inspect all sections of the conversion pipeline using ILI while still in gas service 
• Phase 3 – repair any defects that require remediation  
• Phase 4 – Re-inspect tape coated sections using shear wave ultrasonic testing (UT) as an 

alternative technology. Operating pressure will be reduced until this re-inspection is 
completed. 

• An on-going integrity management plan will be filed with the NEB once the 
pipeline is in service including re-inspection intervals which will depend on the 
findings of the ILI and repair program during conversion. 

• Aerial patrols will occur at least 26 times per year at no more than three-week 
intervals to detect any unusual activity including potential 3rd party activity. 
(Application Volume 7 Section 4.12.2) 
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• How effective is the monitoring system that will be in place in the event of a 
leak (regardless of how small it is)?  

• It appears that leak detection is carried out by some kind of sophisticated mass 
balance calculation.  Over what length of pipeline is the calculation performed?   

• Does this length become the area to which the leak is initially localized, and 
that further localization then depends on surface inspection? 

• What average release volume can we expect for incidents on the proposed 
Energy East pipeline? 
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• Energy East will implement a leak detection strategy that meets the 
requirements of CSA Z662-11, CFR 49 Part 149, and API 1130, using both real-
time and non-real-time methods. 

• Real-time leak detection methods will assist OCC controllers in detecting 
hydraulic anomalies in pipeline operations and include the following: 
• real-time transient model leak detection system (primary system) 
• modified volume balance leak detection system (secondary system) 
• SCADA system displays reporting key flows, pressures liquid levels and other sensor data 

• Based on a theoretical, industry standard API 1149 assessment, the two-hour 
calculation windows are expected to have threshold accuracies of 1.5% to 2%. 

• The real-time leak detection methods will be further complemented by non-
real-time methods to notify the OCC controller of potential leaks. The non-real-
time pipeline leak detection methods will include: 
• ILI leak detection tools 
• Aerial and ground patrol reports 
• Third party 

 
Source: (Application Volume 7, Section 4.12) 
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• It does appear that delays in reaching a decision to shut down a pipeline have 
contributed significantly to at least the largest release volume contained in the 
AEB report.   

• Please provide details of the training received by operators to ensure that 
decision-making delays are minimized.   

• Do operators receive training of simulated emergencies as is now common in 
other industries? 

• Do you have timings for the operator to reach a shutdown decision for various 
leak sizes, based on realistic incident scenarios? 

• Once the decision to shut down has been made, how much time will elapse 
before the leaking section is isolated? 
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• TransCanada is committed to environmental 

protection and safe and reliable operations 
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• If an alarm is sounded indicating a potential leak:  
• the OCC controller has a maximum of 10 minutes to conclusively explain the cause of the 

alarm as a non-leak using established procedures.  
• If a leak cannot be ruled out by the controller, a pipeline shutdown is immediately 

initiated.  
• If additional indications of a potential leak are noted at any point during the initial 10 

minutes, the pipeline shutdown is immediately initiated (the remainder of the 10-minute 
period for diagnosis is skipped). 

• Based on current design information, pipeline shutdowns, including pump 
shutdown and valve closure to isolate sections, are expected to be completed 
within 12 minutes of initiation of a shutdown. 

• Emergency response, including dispatch of field personnel to the site, would be 
immediately initiated through TransCanada’s emergency management system.  

Source: (Application Volume 7, Section 4.12) 
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• Emergency response and decommissioning measures? 
• What mitigation measures will be taken should a leak occur? 
• What are the chances of being able to clean up dilbit on a flowing river during 

summer months, let alone during winter under the ice? 
• How would TransCanada compensate and/or mitigate if a source of drinking 

water is lost for a citizen or a community? 
• How would TransCanada compensate if a water body becomes contaminated 

destroying aquatic ecosystems, including spawning habitat and recreational 
fishing areas? 

• What technologies are available to reduce the leak/spill rate? 
• What environmental protection measures would be in place  

• to protect the watershed? 
• at water crossings? 
• to protect a drinking water lake/river/source? 
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• Emergency Response Plan (ERP) will be developed 
in accordance with federal regulations (NEB OPR) 

 Developed in consultation with local emergency 
service agencies (i.e. fire departments, 
emergency managers, etc.) 

 Specialized oil spill equipment will be procured 
and stored strategically along pipeline system 

 Trained responders are on-call 24/7 and include 
TransCanada personnel and contractors 

• In 2013, TransCanada conducted over 90 emergency 
drills and exercises to ensure that response plans 
and readiness are maintained and adequate. 
http://csrreport.transcanada.com/Safety/EnsuringOurAssets.html 
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ERP Training Exercises 
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• If an incident should ever occur on the Energy East Pipeline, TransCanada 
would be 100 per cent responsible for the required remediation work and the 
cost associated with it. http://www.energyeastpipeline.com/facts/dispelling-myths/#sthash.MeNz0qcR.dpuf 

• Anytime there is a serious incident at an NEB-regulated facility, the NEB will 
monitor and oversee the company’s immediate and ongoing response and 
eventual clean-up. Further, the NEB verifies that the regulated company 
conducts an adequate and appropriate clean-up and remediation of any 
environmental effects caused by the incident. https://www.neb-

one.gc.ca/sftnvrnmnt/prtctng/index-eng.html#s5 

• It is an offence to fail to comply with the NEB’s regulations or disregard the 
order of an Inspection Officer. Such an offence can result in the company, or its 
officers, being subject to fines or imprisonment. https://www.neb-

one.gc.ca/sftnvrnmnt/mrgnc/rspndmrgnc/rspndmrgnc-eng.html 

 
 
 




